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APPENDIX B.

Report of £e Levels and Soundings taken on the Request River, 

In Warren County, by Prof. Ed. A. Bowser,

A bench, named first bench, was made on a maple tree 
on the right bank of the Request, 2,28tS^irds below Vienna, 

, at the entrance of a valley running up towards Danville 
Church. The datum plane way Assumed ten. feet beneath 
this bench. A line of levels was run from this bench up the 
Pequest to Adam’s Bridge, and also up Trotit Brook to 

x—Trout Brook Bridge, and benches established at all the 
bridges and at intermediate points. The heights along the 
surface of the riverywero obtained by leveling from these
benches. The heights along the bottom were determined
by sounding in tip channel, anti substracting the depth^ from 
the heights of til; surface. The heights of the points, both 
aloVg the surface and the bottom of the river, were measured 
from the datum plane ten fee^ beneath the first bench.
- By .inspection of the protile, we see that the bed of the 
river, froip first bench to Steam-mill Bridge, has a rise of 
ten feet, while the rise from first bench to the bed of the 
river, one hundred and ten yards above Steam-mill Bridge, 
is only fouç and a half feet, making the bed of the river at 
the latter place five and a half feet lower than it is just • 
below'Steam-mill Bridge.

The water in the river just below the Steam-mill Bridge, on ’ 
April 14th, 1870, was three feet deep, while one hundred and 
ten yards- above the bridge it was eight and a half feet deep,
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and two and a half feet deep on the surface of the meadows. 
If the bottom of the river, from the poiyt one hundred and 
ten yards above the bridge where the water was eight and 
a half feet deep, could be made to have a fall sufficient to 
give the water a velocity of at least one and a half feet per 
second, its surface would be kept five feet lower than it is 
possible to keep it with the present reef at and below the 
bridge. If this had been the bottom on April 14th, the 
water surface, being five feet lower, would at that time have 
been two and a half feet below the banks. '

By applying the “ New Formula used by Captain 
Humphrey and Lieutenant Abbott in their investigations on 
the, Mississippi, wc find that, in a stream*the size of the 
Request on April 14th, a fall of one foot per mile would 
give it tin: above mentioned velocity of one mid a half feet 
per second) ,

The grade line on the profile represents this new he'd from 
the bottom of the river one' hundred and ten yards above 
the Steam-mill Bridge, down towards first bench, with a fajl 
of one foot per mile. It will be seen that at the Steanemill 
Bridge the grade is eight and three-tenths feet above the 
datum-plane and five and a half feet below the bed of the 
river, which is rock. At the first bridge above Vienna, 
the grade is four and three-tenths feet below the present bed 
of the channel—the latter rock—%nd continues from'two to 
file feet below the bed of the river for three hundred yards. 
J wit below Vienna Bridge is another reef three feet above 
the grade. Between Steam-mill Bridge and the first bridge 
above Vienna, there is considerable loose earth and some 
rocks, besides the three reefs, varying from one to three feet 
deep to thc’grade'line. ,

It will be seen that the .grade does not run below the bed 
of the channel between Vienna Bridge and first bench, while 
it reaches the latter five feet above the datum plane, or one
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and one-third feet above the present bed of the channel. 
Thus we see that the reef at Steam-mill Bridge can be cut 
dowi\ five and one-half feet, and the bed of the channel from 
that point down have a fall of one foot per mile, without any 
cutting below Vienna Bridge. This will be equivalent to 
removing a dam from Steam-mill Bridge, five and one-half 
feet in height.

The grade line on the profile, with a rise of one foot per 
mile, reaches Long Bridge eighteen feet above the datum 
plane, and five feet below the bed of the.rivAï Although 
the Bequest above the Steam-mill Bridge, after the bed 
below the bridge is cut down to the grade, will have fall ■ 
enough, yet the present channel is entirely too xluillmo to 
carry oft’ the water. For this reason it will be necessary to 
cut it down to the grade line, which is from two to five feet 
below the present bed. The river will then be deep enough 
to carry ofl" the water without o^rilowing its banks, and 
still have a falllof one foot per mile. As the bottom of the 
river along this meadow is mostly mud and sand-bars, it 
liot be difficult to make it two or three feet deeper. From 
Long Bridge up to-Adams’ Bridge, the rise is five feet ; from 
Long Bridge to Trout Brook Bridge, it is six feet. A fall 
of three feet per mile can be obtained here, and the channel 
dug dee]> enough to keep the/land dry.

» PROPOSED CUT-OFF.
)

The profile of the “ cut ” from the Bequest, one hundred 
and ten yards above the Steam-mill Bridge, through 1?y Dan
ville Church to the Bequest at first bench, and also that of 
the branch cut striking the’ Bequest four hundred yards 
above first bench, represents the heights along the surface of 
the ground above thejame datmy plane that the heights on 
the river are referred uk #

The grade, représenté* in the profile, leaves the Bequest 
at a.point one hundred and ten yards aboye the Steam-mill
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Bridge, and eight and one-third feet above the datum plane, 
—which, it will be seen; is in the grade line drawn in'the 
profile of the river—and, with a fall of two^ feet per mile, 
reaches the Pequcst at first bench five and six-tenths feet 
above the datum plane ; or, by the branch cut, reaches the 
river five and ninth-tenths feet above the datum plane. 'Both 
of these routes were leveled for the purpose of ascertaining 
which would be the most favorable one for the “ cut ” that 
the citizens of Danville and Vienna have talked of for some 
time as being more favorable to the draining of the Great 
Meadows than the present channel of the rivet.

By reference to the profiles vtwill be seen that the cut to 
the first bench will he fifty six feeVdeep at the highest point, 
and the other forty-nine feet ; and'that the latter is shorter 
than the former by seven hundred and fifteen feet.

With a cross section of thirty feet bottom, and a slope of 
three base to two rise the excavation in these cuts down to the 
grade line will be as follows :

Cttbic Tarde,
From one hundred and ten yards above Steam-mill

, Bridge to junctionbf cuts .................................... 77,305
From junction of cntsv^o'ifirat. pencil............................ 232,511

“ “ “ ritcr four hundred yards
c- above first bench................. ................................... 187.290
Total excavation from one hundred and ten yards

above Steam-mill Bridge to first bench..............  309,876
Total excavation from one hundred and ten yards 

above Steam-mill Bridge to point four hundred 
yards above first bench......................................264,001

With the same cross section of thirty feet mEe, the amount 
of excavation in the present channel of the river between 
first bench and the point one hundred and ten yards above 
Steam-mill Bridge will he :

Cubic Varde.
Excavation in rock on the three reefs................. .. 13,363

“ “ loose earth................................. ........... 10,641
Total excavation in rock and and loose earth between 

first bench and one hundred and ten yards above 
Steam-mill Bridge...........................  ................... 24,204
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This will give the channel from Steam-mill Bridge down, a 
fall of one foot per mile, while the amount of excavation in 
the proposed “ cut ” from the same .point one hundred and 
ten.yards above Steam-mill Bridge through by'Danville 
Church to the Bequest at the upper point four hundred yards 
above first bench will be 264,001 cubic yards, or more than 
ten. times the amount in the river. And I do not think there 
is any reason to conclude that, in either cut, there will be 
found less rock than in the river. Yet the “ cut ” will drain 
the swamp no deeper than the river in its present channel, if 
the latter be cut down to the grade line. It would seem then 
from the above that the cheapest plan to drain the Great 
Meadows, and the one that will make the drainage thorough, is 
to cut down the present river bed to the grade represented in 
the profile.

By reference*) the map of the Great Meadows, it will be 
seen that very much cutting can be saved by straightening 
the ^Bequest, in many places, between the Steam-mill Bridge 
and Long Bridge. The area of the swamp is about 5500 acres. 
The soil is a black muck. The figures on the map denote the 
Aopth ot the muck down to a sand or gravel bottom. When 
properly drained, the Great Meadows will be far the most 
valuable land in that section of country.

The chief expense of this improvement will be in cutting 
through the rocks at the reefs which may cost $20,000.
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